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PCM SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE REDUCES SETUP
COMPLEXITY

Gary A. Thom
General Data Products, Inc.

Horsham, PA.

ABSTRACT

The advent of Bit Slice Processors and related architectures has produced numerous high
performance PCM Data Simulators. Many of these fall into the category of stored program
simulators, which give the user unlimited flexibility and power. These simulators allow the
user to program almost any imaginable format, with combinations of subframes, sub-
subframes, and asynchronously embedded subframes. The drawback is that the user is
forced to program the simulator using a very detailed machine level language which
usually has no obvious relation to PCM frame formats. A new simulator architecture
allows the user to describe the frame format to be simulated in familiar terms. This
eliminates the need to learn yet another programming language or develop a Compiler. The
user identifies common parameters such as frame length, subframe length, and where
special words should be located. These special words can be unique sensor data words, a
table of sensor data, ID counters, subframe slots and so on.

BACKGROUND

Stored program simulators are becoming the defacto standard for simulating PCM data
streams. They allow the entire spectrum of frame complexities to be generated from single
frame formats to multiple independent sub frames. The penalty for all of this flexibility is
the necessity to learn a very detailed machine level language for programming the
simulator. Although this is not an impossible task, many users have neither the time nor the
desire to learn how to use the obscure languages. For this reason, it seems that only the
designers and a hand full of enthusiastic computer scientists use the stored program
simulators to their full extent.

There were basically two predecessor to the stored program simulators. One was a
memory which was sequencially addressed by a counter for some number of words. The
memory was usually PROM or RAM which could be loaded by hand or from a computer.
This provided very little flexibility, but was sufficient for testing a frame sync, serial-to-
parallel converters, D/A converters, etc. The other simulator type was more register



oriented. It allowed the user to specify a sync pattern, a general word, a special word, and
the frame length. The special word could be located any where in the frame. The general
word was output in every word slot except where the sync pattern and the special word
were located. Further enhancements of these simulators added ID counters for subframes,
and different lengths for each word in the frame.

These simulators were sufficient for testing PCM front ends equipment when they
interfaced directly to strip chart recorders or computers. Now more of the processing
functions are being moved out of the computer and into the front end. This includes data
compression, engineering units conversion, derived measurements processing, automatic
format switching, etc. In order to test these functions, more complex data simulations are
required.

The approach described below is to combine the power of the stored program simulator
with the easy to use hardwired simulators. This new architecture allows complex formats
to be simulated by commands familiar to the user.

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION

The basic premise of this architecture is that the user only needs to identify the format of
the frame and then the data locations of interest. Most stored program simulators require
an instruction for each word in the frame or repeat instructions to be used for consecutive
identical words. The new simulator uses the general word concept for all data words which
are not of interest. Then only the words of interest need to be identified. It is important to
note that the development of this architecture was driven by the following goals:

1. Hardware setup must follow frame format description.
2. Must have minimum setup requirements.
3. Must be capable of sub-com and super-com simulation.

This simulator can be divided into two sections as shown in the block diagram of Figure 1.
These are the Control section and the Data Source section. The Control section will be
described first.

CONTROL SECTION

The Control section generates the frame format and provides data source select, length,
and orientation information to the Data Source section. The analogy in the stored program
simulator would be the instruction memory and decoder. The heart of the Control section
is the Counter/ Comparitor/ Control Memory (C/C/CM) group shown in Figure 2. A
C/C/CM group is used for the basic frame format and an additional one for every



independent subframe. The C/C/CM group is the element which minimizes the setup by
allowing only the words of interest to be programmed. This is done by having the counter
increments from zero to the number of words in the frame minus one. The output of this
counter is compared to a field in a control memory (Figure 3) which contains the word
number of the next special word. The general word is output as long as the counter and the
control memory field do not compare. When they do compare, the remaining fields in the
control memory specify the characteristics of the special word and then cause the next
control memory location to be accessed by incrementing the address counter. There can be
any number of special words in the frame from no special words to all special words. The
only restriction on the special words is that they are loaded into the control memory in the
order of occurrence.

In addition, any of the special words used for the minor frame are available for use in the
subframes. The difference being that they are now subframe words/tables and sub-
subframe ID/slots. The table indexes now increment at the end of the subframe.

DATA SOURCE SECTION

There are three types of data sources. They are the general words, the ID counters, and the
data memory. At each word time in the frame, one of the data sources is enabled by the
control section for output to the parallel to serial converter. This logic then uses the word
length and orientation information to serialize the data and pass it on the the code
converter. A frequency synthesizer is usually used to provide the serialization clock,
however, a crystal oscillator can be used for fixed frequency applications. The code
converter generates one of the standard IRIG codes such as Bi-phase or NRZ-M.

Each C/C/CM group has a general word associated with it. This word is output whenever
that C/C/CM group is in control and a special word is not programmed for that location. In
addition to programming the data pattern for the general words, the user can also specify
the data word length and its serial orientation (MSB or LSB first). The use of the general
word reduces the amount of setup required when not all of the words in the frame are
important to the simulation.

The ID counters were briefly described above. The primary purpose of these counters is to
provide a frame ID count when subframes are being simulated. The counters can be
programmed to count up or down. The minimum count can be set to zero or one and the
maximum count can be programmed to any value up to 65535. The clock source is usually
the frame rate for subframe counters or the rollover of a subframe counter for sub-
subframes. The second use of the ID counters is to provide an index for table addressing.
The counters can be programmed in the same manner as described above. Instead of being
output as data, the counters are now used to generate an address to the data memory. This



is done by adding the counter value to the offset field of the control memory to generate
the current table address. A counter being used as a frame ID can also be used for table
addressing.

The data memory is the most important source. It provides all of the unique data word for
the simulated frame. The memory is a contiguous memory space divided into individual
words and tables of words. The memory can be addressed in two ways. The first way is
absolute addressing. This provides access to individual data words by using the offset field
of the control memory as the address to the memory. The second mode is indexed
addressing. This is used for addressing tables of data. The offset field in the control
memory is added to a selected ID counter. The sum is then used to address the memory. In
this manner each time the counter increments, the next data word in the table will be
available for output at that location in the frame. These two addressing modes relate
directly to the special word and special table types described in the control section.

There are 6 types of special words. These are identified in the following table.

Special Word Type Parameters
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Minor frame word *, value
Minor frame table *, table start addr
Super-Com word *, ... , *, value
Super-Com table *, ... , *, table start addr
Subframe ID *, ID#
Sub-Com slot *, ID#

  * = location, word length, orientation

The most common type is the minor frame word. This is a data pattern of a given length
which is always located in a given location. One example would be the frame sync pattern.
It is normally used to place a unique data word in the frame. The next type is the minor
frame table of data which is indexed by an ID counter which increments at the end of each
frame. This special word could be used to simulate a changing data word such as a sensor
or status. A new word from the table will be output each frame in the specified location.
The super-com word and the super-com table are special cases of the minor frame word
and minor frame table. The super-com word is handled as multiple minor frame words with
the same value. The super-com table is identical to the minor frame table except that the
counter used to index through the table is incremented after each identified super-com slot.
A new word from the table is output for each super-coin slot identified. This allows a
super-com slot to have changing data. The table length can be independent of the frame
length.



The last two special words are used for sub-commutated data. The subframe ID special
word allows an ID counter to be output in that word location. Multiple ID counters can be
used for multiple independent subframes or sub-subframes. The programmable features of
the ID counters are shown below:

Parameters Range
-------------------------------------------------
Count direction Up or Down
Minimum count 0 or I
Maximum count 1 thru 65535
Clock source Frame or Subframe rate

The other sub-com special word is the Sub-com slot. This identifies which words in the
minor frame make up the subframe. This special word passes control to another C/C/CM
group for the subframe definition. Each independent subframe requires its own C/C/CM
group. The counter is setup to count all the words in the subframe. For example, if there
are five subframe slots (not including the ID) for subframe #1, and the subframe is twenty
frames long, then the counter will count from zero to ninety-nine. Once the sub-com slots
have been identified in the minor frame, then the data contained in them can be defined in
the subframe C/C/CM. Each C/C/CM has its own general word. This allows the subframe
data to be identified separately from the minor frame data.

The data sources described above have been selected to satisfy the initial goal of hardware
setup matching frame format. The minimum setup requirement is also satisfied because
only the unique data words in the frame need to be programmed into the data memory.

SETUP EXAMPLE

This section will illustrate the setup required to simulate the format shown in Figure 4. The
minor frame consists of seventy-five words of various lengths. There are three minor frame
slots of interest, two will contain invariant words and the third will be a table of six values.
One of the invariant words is the frame sync pattern. There is also a subframe present
which consists of a frame ID slot and two subframe data slots. The subframe is ten frames
long. In the subframe, there are also three slots of interest. These are all subframe words.
The setup is as follows:

Frame length = 75
Minor frame general word = AAAA, Length = 16, Orient MSB
Minor frame special words:

Location = 0, Type = word
Value = FAF33400, Length = 32, Orient = MSB

Location = 1 Type = subframe ID
Subframe # = 1, Length = 12, Orient = MSB



Location = 12, Type  = word
Value = ABCDEF, Length = 24, Orient = LSB

Location = 25, Type  = sub-com slot
Subframe # = 1

Location =  40, Type = table
Table len = 6, Length = 10, Orient  MSB
Index = frame rate
Value 0 = 0
Value 1 = 100
Value 2 = 200
Value 3 = 300
Value 4 = 3F0
Value 5 = 3FF

Location = 60, Type = sub-com slot
Subframe # = 1

Location = end
Subframe ID #1 Direction = up, Min = 0, Max 9
Subframe #1 general word = CCCC, Length = 16, Orient = MSB
Subframe #1 special word:

Location = 4, Type = word
Value = 1234, Length = 16, Orient = LSB

Location 9, Type = word
Value = 5678, Length = 16, Orient = MSB

Location = 12, Type = word
Value = 137E, Length = 16, Orient = LSB

Location = end
Output frequency = 10.00E6, Code = NRZ-L

A microprocessor is used for the user interface. It provides the prompts, and the user
enters the underlined information. A remote control mode is also provided which allows
the users computer to load this information directly into the simulators memories and
registers. The microprocessor also provides default values for each field, further reducing
the setup task.

Some of these defaults are Type = word, Length = 16, Orient = MSB, Direction = up, and
Min = 0. The microprocessors task is simplified because it can enter the user information
directly into the hardware. It does not have to perform a complicated compilation to a
simulation language. These compilations can be time consuming and inefficient not to
mention the time required for someone to develop the compiler. The microprocess simply
prompts the user for the characteristics of the frame format.

PROTOTYPE DESIGN

The prototype of this simulator was designed with four C/C/CM groups. This will allow a
minor frame and three independent subframes or combinations of sub-subframes. A twelve
bit counter was selected allowing 4096 words per frame. The Control memory (CM) was
selected as 4096 words deep allowing a special word in each location in the frame. For
speed considerations, the design was pipelined with the CM taking the first two stages, the



data sources in the third, and the parallel-to-serial converter in the fourth. This was done
by separating the control field into two parts: the location field, and group pointer in one
part and the data source control in the other part. The first part of all four CM’s is always
enabled and addressing the next special word in that group. Control logic determines
which group is in control and enables that portion of the second half of the CM during the
next stage of the pipeline. The output of this section of the pipeline is used to select the
proper data source during the third stage of the pipeline. Four ID counters were put in the
data source section. This allows full utilization of the C/C/CM groups. The ID counters
were also implemented as 12 bit counters. The data memory is 32k bytes organized as
8k X 32 bits and can be addressed either in the absolute or indexed mode. The unit has a
throughput of 4 million words per second. The maximum serial data rate is (4 times the
minimum bits per word) million bits per second. This is also limited by the parallel-to-
serial converter. A standard TTL implementation will easily allow 16 million bit per
second operation.



SIMULATOR BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE 1



C/C/CM BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE 2



CONTROL MEMORY FIELDS
FIGURE 3



EXAMPLE FRAME FORMAT
FIGURE 4


